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PROJECTS

Social view
A website for connecting people where they can share posts, share
their  opinion in comments like posts, make other users friend's and
communicate between two or more users on chat.
Tools and skills used:- Express.js , Node.js , socket.io , Ajax ,  HTML
,CSS , SASS ,JAVA SCRIPT  , mongodb.

Bitcoin Trading Bot view
A bot that trades cryptocurrency by placing orders at a minimum
amount and selling at high prices.
Tools and skills used :- ccxt , binance- API ,nodejs, axios.

Coin Market view
A place to view the top 100 trending cryptocurrencies' status, change
in prices in the last 24 hours, and their market capitalization.
Tools and skills used:- react, CoinGecko, API , css .

Code Pair view
An agile software development technique in which two programmers
work together at one workstation. One, the driver, writes code while
the other, the observer or navigator, reviews each line of code as it is
typed in. The two programmers switch roles frequently.
Tools and skills used:-Express.js,ajax,jquery,mongodb.

Cyber Movie view
A web page to suggest trending movies, web shows , etc. on the basis
of current rating provided by users.
Tools and skills used:- TMDB API ,html ,css, java script.

Code Editor view
A web page for helping developers by working on HTML, CSS, and
JAVASCRIPT simultaneously and showing results for every piece of
code change.
Tools and skills used:- HTML, CSS, JS.

SKILLS

Languages:-
HTML,  CSS , JS, PYTHON

,C/C++, JAVA .

Framework/libraries:-
 node.js, express.js, API, React,

 AWS ,Bootstrap.

Tools:-
AWS, GitHub, Vs Code,

mongodb.

Other:-
DSA , Competitive

programmer,  Technical
Writing.

 ACHIEVEMENTS

Codechef view
4 star competitive
programmer with global
rank 7981.

Google Hash Code view
Scoring 1572 rank globally in
online qualification

Google Code Jam view
Qualified for round 2 by
scoring in top 20 percent

Google KickStart
Global rank 1232 in Round E

2020

Hackerrank view
5 star in c++ and problem

solving
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